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We demonstrate how to apply some ideas from group theory to quagmire ciphers. Techniques are shown for amplifying one’s knowledge of the keys. This is useful when breaking a ciphertext with a crib. The basic idea is that only a small amount of information goes into building a key table for a quagmire cipher, so we should only need that much information to reconstruct it.

Introduction

The quagmire ciphers [1, 2] (also known as type 1, 2, 3, and 4 periodic polyalphabetic substitution ciphers) are generalizations of the Vigenère cipher [3] in which the plaintext alphabet is deranged, or the ciphertext alphabet which slides against it is deranged, or both. Another way of thinking about them is as a table of twenty-six monoalphabetic substitution keys. A subset of them is chosen and applied in repeated sequence to the letters of the plaintext to create the ciphertext.

Our convention is to call the table of repeated alphabet keys the “key table” for the cipher, and the full list of all possible alphabet keys for a given keyword its “tableau”. Each row of the key table or of the tableau is an alphabet key for a monoalphabetic substitution and contains each of the twenty-six letters; i.e., it is a permutation of them. For the quagmire ciphers it is also the case that each column of the tableau contains each of the twenty-six letters. This ensures that for any ciphertext character, there exists a key that can decrypt it.

All monoalphabetic substitution keys are members of the permutation group on twenty-six objects. If you don’t know what that means, do not fret: to learn the techniques described in this paper does not require that you understand why they work. On the other hand, if you are interested in learning about groups and their properties, there are plenty of good textbooks on abstract algebra, such as that one by those two guys [4].

The main goal of this paper is to show how partial knowledge of the key table of a cipher can be amplified to nearly complete knowledge of it. The idea is that there is a lot of redundancy in quagmire key tables, but only so much information in the keys. That information is smeared out over the key table. When we have a sparse knowledge of the key table, namely few characters in it, we can use the structure of the cipher and the redundancy built into it to fill in more characters. The techniques for doing so will rely more and more heavily on group theory as we advance from the Vigenère cipher to the quagmire 4.

We are going to start off slow, with the Vigenère cipher, and work our way to the more interesting stuff. If you know the quagmire 1 and 2 ciphers very well, then the tricks we use on those
two may seem familiar. But please bear with us; they lay the foundation for what follows. The good stuff starts when we get to the quagmire 3.

**Permutation group**

A key for a monoalphabetic substitution is simply a permutation, or rearrangement, of the alphabet. All of our examples will use the same keywords. Using **OPHELIA**, we construct this key:

```
OPHELIABCDFGJKMNQRSTUWXYZ
```

What this means is that a substitution cipher using this key will change A to O, B to P, etc., as we can tabulate so:

| plaintext: | A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |
| ciphertext:| O | P | H | E | L | I | A | B | C | D | F | G | J | K | M | N | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |

We need a way to combine two keys, when one acts on a plaintext and the other then acts on the first one’s ciphertext. If $S (k, t)$ denotes a substitution cipher with key $k$ acting on a text, then the combination of two keys can be found by taking $S (k_1, k_2)$, i.e., by treating one as a text. In this way we define a binary operation on key, which we will call “multiplication”:

$$k_1 \circ k_2 = S (k_1, k_2)$$

Since this merely permutes a permutation of the alphabet, the result still contains all twenty-six letters and is therefore also a permutation, i.e., a key. That means that the set of keys is closed under this operation. It also turns out that the operation is associative:

$$(k_1 \circ k_2) \circ k_3 = k_1 \circ (k_2 \circ k_3)$$

So we can drop parentheses everywhere. However, be aware that in general, the operation is not commutative. This means that the order in which we multiply them matters; we can’t switch them around.

Let’s do an example of multiplication. Consider these two keys:

$$k_1 = \text{HAMLETBCDFGIJKNOPQRSUVwWXYZ}$$
$$k_2 = \text{OPHELIABCDFGJKMNQRSTUWXYZ}$$

The first takes the unscrambled alphabet into $k_1$.

```
ABCDEF GHJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
HAMLETBCDFGIJKNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
```

The second takes the first key and encrypts it.

```
ABCDEF GHJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
OPHELIABCDFGJKMNQRSTUWXYZ
```
So the \( H \) becomes \( B \), \( A \) becomes \( O \), \( M \) becomes \( J \), etc. The product is

\[
k_2 \circ k_1 = BOJGLTPHEIACDFKMNQRSUVwXYZ
\]

We will often need to be able to multiply keys when we do not have complete knowledge of their entries. In that case, our lack of knowledge will propagate. Let’s reconsider our example, but leave out some letters:

\[
k_1 = \text{HAM} \cdot \text{ETBCD} \cdots \text{JKN} \cdot \text{PQR} \cdots \text{VwXYZ}
\]

\[
k_2 = \text{OPHEL} \cdots \text{BCD} \cdot \text{G} \cdot \text{KMNQ} \cdot \text{STUVw} \cdot \text{YZ}
\]

When we take the product, \( H \) still becomes \( B \), and \( A \) becomes \( O \), but \( M \) maps to an unknown letter. The next letter in \( k_1 \) is also unknown, so it remains so. Then \( E \) becomes \( L \), etc. The product is

\[
k_2 \circ k_1 = BO \cdots \text{LTPHE} \cdots \text{D} \cdot \text{K} \cdot \text{NQ} \cdots \text{Vw} \cdot \text{YZ}
\]

The unmixed alphabet serves as the identity element of the group, so we will often denote it as \( e \). The identity element has the property that when it is multiplied by any other key, the result is unchanged:

\[
e \circ k = k \circ e = k
\]

If we can scramble the alphabet, then we can unscramble it. In other words, every permutation (key) has an inverse. To find an inverse, we list the key under the unscrambled alphabet, then rearrange the columns until the lower row is unscrambled. The top row is then the inverse key. For our example,

\[
\begin{align*}
\end{align*}
\]

becomes

\[
\begin{align*}
\end{align*}
\]

The inverse, which we denote as \( k^{-1} \), is

\[
\text{GHIJD}K\text{LCFMNEOPABQRSTUVwXYZ}
\]

When we multiply a key by its inverse, from either side, we get the unscrambled alphabet \( e \):

\[
k \circ k^{-1} = k^{-1} \circ k = e
\]

Again, we will often need to work with keys with missing information. So we need to know how to invert a key with missing letters. Again, our ignorance propagates. For example, suppose we want to invert this key:

\[
\text{OPHEL} \cdots \text{BCD} \cdot \text{G} \cdot \text{KMNQ} \cdot \text{STUVw} \cdot \text{YZ}
\]
Line it up with the unscrambled alphabet:

```
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
O P H E L · · B C D · G · K M N Q · S T U V W · Y Z
```

Rearrange so that letters in the lower row are in the positions they would have in the unscrambled alphabet:

```
B C D E G H K L M N O P A B Q R S T U V W Y Z
```

The letters in the top row that are above a gap become unknown letters in the inverse key, which we have found to be

```
· H I J D · L C · · N E O P A B Q · R S T U V W Y Z
```

**Integers modulo 26**

It will soon become obvious why we should want to understand the integers modulo 26, \( Z_{26} \). For those of you who do not know the word “modulo,” we will explain. We take the set of numbers \{0, 1, ..., 25\}, and whenever we do arithmetic on them, if the result is outside that range, we add or subtract enough 26’s to bring us back inside. The number 26 is called the “modulus.” The only arithmetic we are going to be doing is addition, and maybe subtraction, so do not worry.

Addition is defined in the obvious way. We add two numbers as usual, then subtract 26 if the answer is greater or equal to 26. So \( 11 + 23 = 34 \rightarrow 10 \). The additive inverse of number \( n \) is found as \( 26 - n \), and the identity element is 0. As you can guess, my next statement is that \( Z_{26} \) with addition is a group.

Now let us talk about the order of its elements. The order of a group element is the smallest number of that element that need to be added together to get the identity. Sometimes the answer is obvious, like \( 13 + 13 = 26 \rightarrow 0 \), so the order of 13 is 2. But other times it is not so obvious, like \( 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 = 52 \rightarrow 0 \), so the order of 4 is 13. Here is a table of all of the elements of \( Z_{26} \) and their orders:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>element</th>
<th>order</th>
<th>element</th>
<th>order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that some elements have order 26, which is the largest that it can be. Such an element is called a “generator,” since by adding it successively to itself, the sum runs through the entire group. In other words, we can obtain every element of the group by finding multiples of one generator. Also, notice that the elements that are generators share no factors with 26; the greatest common denominator in those cases is \( \gcd(n, 16) = 0 \). We say that these elements are coprime with 26.

You might also notice that there are many generators. And there are many with order 13. It is possible to shuffle them around and still keep the same group structure. A mapping that takes one set with a binary operation to another set with its own binary operation in such a way that the structure is preserved is called an isomorphism. Preserving the structure means that the mapping \( \varphi \) has this property:

\[
\varphi(x \cdot y) = \varphi(x) \cdot \varphi(y)
\]

where the little black square represents whatever binary operation is appropriate. When the two sets in question are actually the same set, then the mapping is called an automorphism. Here is one automorphism of \( \mathbb{Z}_{26} \), in which we simply multiplied every element by 5 (which is a generator):
Notice that 0 maps to 0 and 13 maps to 13; an element must map to one with the same order. Knowing that there are many ways to map into $\mathbb{Z}_{26}$ can be useful near the end of this paper.

**Vigenère cipher**

If you are reading this, and I know you are, then you are already familiar with periodic polyalphabetic substitution ciphers. However, in anticipation of more interesting things, we begin slowly and simply with the Vigenère cipher. The key of a Vigenère with period $m$ contains $m$ letters. We can therefore say that the shift key has $m$ letters of information in it. This shift key is not to be confused with alphabet keys, which are the permutations. At the risk of being pedantic and even ridiculous (please bear with me), we can say that the informational content (thinking along the lines of [5]) of the key is

$$I = m \cdot \log_{26} (26) = m$$

characters. The 26 inside the logarithm reflects the fact that there are twenty-six choices for each letter of the key. We need at least this much information to break a Vigenère cipher. From this we conclude that we can use a crib of length $m$ to reconstruct the key table for a given master key.

To help us in reconstructing a key table, we recall that each of its rows is a rotation of the unmixed alphabet. If we denote rotation by $n$ steps as $R_{n} (x)$, Then each alphabet key can be thought of as $R_{n} (e)$, for some $n$ and where $e$ denotes the unmixed alphabet.

At further risk of ridicule, let us present an example of a crib-based attack. We will work the example in what may appear to be overly drawn out and silly, but it will help get into a way of thinking that will help with the quagmire ciphers. Here are the first fifty characters of Hamlet’s soliloquy, encrypted with period of six:
We need a crib that provides enough information to reconstruct the key table, and so we need six characters. Take the first six letters of the plaintext:

```
tobeor
```

With this crib and the first six letters of the ciphertext, we find this much of the key table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_3$</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_4$</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_5$</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_6$</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Here and throughout this paper we assume that the period is known. We can usually find it from the Kasiski method [6, 7], index of coincidence [8, 9, 10] by trying various periods until a suitable one is found [11]. Another option is the twist method [12].) The plaintext alphabet is along the top of the table, and characters of the individual keys appear in the bulk of the table. We see an $A$ under the $t$ in the first key to indicate that $t$ is encrypted to $A$ by $k_1$. This also indicates that the first key is $R_7(e)$, since we are taking leftward rotation to be the positive direction. Now, this may seem especially ridiculous, but let us apply the inverse rotation on the first row of the table to get

$$R_7^{-1}(k_1) = A \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots$$

Here, $\cdot$ denotes an heretofore unknown character. Since the unrotated key must be the straight alphabet, we can fill in the missing letters and write

$$R_7^{-1}(k_1) = ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ$$

Rotate back to get:

$$k_1 = R_7(R_7^{-1}(k_1)) = HIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEF$$

Following the same procedure for the remaining five rows of the table, we obtain the full table:
We say that we have “amplified” our knowledge of the key table. We realize this technique seems so trivially obvious, and you do it without even thinking about it, but things will get more interesting. Trust us.

Let’s pause for a moment and consider the full tableau for the Vigenère cipher:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>key letters</th>
<th>plaintext letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have written the unaltered plaintext alphabet across the top. On the left are letters from which the shift key is made. For each shift we have a rotated alphabet. It should be clear that the possible
monoalphabetic keys for the Vigenère are $R_0 (e), R_1 (e), ..., R_{25} (e)$, where as usual $e$ denotes the unmixed alphabet. For convenience, we will write $R_0, R_1, ..., R_{25}$. Of course, $R_0 = e$. Notice that each letter occurs exactly once in each column. This is true also for the quagmire ciphers, and we will refer to this as the “column property.”

Now, the action of the binary operation on two alphabet keys from the Vigenère cipher is another member of the set of Vigenère alphabet keys. This should be obvious, since each key is a rotation $R_n$ of the unmixed alphabet, and when two rotations are combined, the result is to add their numbers of steps:

$$R_m \circ R_n = R_{m+n}$$

Of course, we must evaluate the sum $m + n$ modulo 26. Because addition is commutative, so is the composition of rotations:

$$R_m \circ R_n = R_n \circ R_m$$

So what we have is a commutative (most call it abelian) subgroup of the group of all alphabet keys. Furthermore, this subgroup is isomorphic to $Z_{26}$ with addition. The most natural isomorphism is

$$R_n \rightarrow n$$

and the group structure is preserved because

$$R_m \circ R_n \rightarrow m + n$$

These results may seem trivial, but we will see similar structure in the quagmire 3 cipher, where things are less obvious.

**Quagmire 2**

Wait, what? Did we skip something? No, we are going to do the quagmire 2 before the quagmire 1 because it is much easier.

The quagmire 2 cipher (Q2) uses an unmixed plaintext alphabet sliding against a mixed ciphertext alphabet $[1, 2]$. Alternatively, we can build a tableau from the keyword used to mix the ciphertext alphabet, and select those rows that correspond to letters in the shift key. The key generated from the keyword we will call the “base key.” For example, using the keyword **OPHELIA**, our base key is

$$k_{\text{base}} = \text{OPHELIABCDEFGJKLMNQRSTUVWXYZ}$$

From it, the tableau generated is
Notice that each row is a rotation of the base key, and that we have the “column property.”

The quagmire 2 cipher can be factored into a Vigenère cipher followed by a monoalphabetic substitution [13, 14]:

\[ Q_2 (k_v, k_{\text{base}}, t) = S (k_{\text{base}}, V (k_v', t)) \]

Here the alphabet key is the base key, but the shift key \( k_v' \) here is not the same as the keyword \( k_v \) for the Q2 cipher, but rather the \( m \) characters given by

\[ k_v' = S^{-1} (k_{\text{base}}, k_v) \]

because it has passed through the substitution cipher. This factorization should be obvious from looking at the tableau: clearly, shifts are taking place, followed by substitutions. We can therefore write any key from the table as

\[ k_n = k_{\text{base}} \circ R_n \]

If we multiply two Q2 keys we get
This is not of the same form as the previous relation. So immediately we see that the set of Q2 keys is not closed under our binary operation. We do not have a group. Instead, what we have is a coset of the Vigenère subgroup. We call it a left coset because the constant \( k_{\text{base}} \) is multiplied on the left. The relation \( k_n = k_{\text{base}} \circ R_n \) provides a mapping from the Vigenère group into the Q2 coset; however, it is not an isomorphism, and we have lost the group structure. We don’t even have commutation any more.

How much information is contained in the keys? The shift key contains \( m \) independently chosen characters, providing \( m \) characters’ worth of information. The first letter of the base key provides one character’s information. However, there remain only twenty-five options for the second letter; so the second carries less information. By the time we reach the end, there is only one choice for the final letter, so it provides no information. The total is

\[
I = m + \log_{26} 26 + \log_{26} 25 + \log_{26} 24 + \ldots + \log_{26} 1 = m + \log_{26} 26! = m + 18.8
\]

This means that theoretically we need \( m+19 \) known entries in the key table in order to fully reconstruct the table when we are breaking a ciphertext. Practically, however, the characters that we find may likely have overlapping contributions to the information, so more than \( m+19 \) are needed. Furthermore, due to the redundancy of language, we need an even longer crib. The same equation and same arguments hold for the quagmire 1, 2, and 3 ciphers.

The procedure for key amplification is simple: Since all keys are rotations of one key (the base key), we rotate our incomplete keys until they are aligned. Then we can collapse them into one key by combining all the knowledge we have. Then unrotate each and put them back into the key table.

Let us work through an example. Take Hamlet’s soliloquy once more, and encrypt it with a Q2 cipher using shift key \textsc{HAMLET} and base key \textsc{OPHELIABCDGJKLMNQRSSTUVWXYZ}. The full ciphertext is

VUNCRFNUBXRUAZVLWPVZTCKAYBJRAYKSFXFTZWwQBERSVGAvKSKQGAIZHWX YBFIXFXURWRDHTRLUFQHASCBWZLDXQADFRVOPCRFVUBLKXH0WEZHPW WTUFMSCJTUCIMUXAPBLRQVESVPNJSRAJDFOXRWFFBSVLAFERRIQXSLOWELM WMXAVBSVT0HSCQWKSGBBTTZMAFXHTRXFXVHKYVTDPLWKTATZFWBLXQTFVG ZCVOFVYVCFGFVBVJTVLUPWXYMABJRAIFDSXJKLBSLXYMAGAQDwCWBURCSJSQ YZCBRCRIFIAFTNCSXRTFMQERVKSVBGKSVEUJQJDABMXXAVHDAXHZVQFT VDICEISUMHIBMFFGAYFVFLYXUKCDLADHCDCJDMQRFVAZARPKSCwWZFPSYV CHOACW0AXSWoAXSWsXLZBEGYMAYCVHRRMQGJOUTWRLQTUNGYAHVQzhouHY MWEFMWOAOHJVSGHTRWIBTTASCJFSSXFBRVICVQXAOUBNJBGBCTUCBNTNYQ SQJwSSNPJDFELQZUUTBGGRxWEALQPSFXKAFWAXKAXJFXFTASMXNSSCBBG WABTNDGBGBROIYJDAJBEJFPNXMTMBSCJDOPORFVKJXEEAFYGBADFVJNGA RTQGZDVJvJDvMSXXGMAYCZPKVMIEFABHKPKNHVSZBWRDREFIFZWXLXHBSDF WTBLQWUHSLWKNDSVIAHMPBFNYWJDABFXIXSLABBYHQBMPFPEYFIBBB TVKGBKKNvDwIBXIFICAQVQPXBHZQHOQYSIRKTPSWFHPNMTXSSXNYJY HSKFAXFXYMYMAISMMGBGWILwOAXNCERVVKHWBPKRAOBOHPXSFTNGHZWQVZ CUGVKMXZJXTHQOBVUTXFKUCHRVRVFPPABWQVQEEACHOEIYHDXGHRZLQWVK CwWoATMXGMAKCCRYTFASMKVMHRGGUMQMPADHCUNFZVFXRACZITUZHDWOQ
As our crib, take the first 50 characters of the plaintext:

VUNCRF NUBXRU AZVLWP UZVCTK AYBJRA YKXSFX TZWQEB ERSVGA VK
tobeor nottob ethati sthequ estion whether is noblerin th

Comparing the plaintext and ciphertext gives us this much information about the key table:

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccccccccccccccc}
\text{a} & \text{b} & \text{c} & \text{d} & \text{e} & \text{f} & \text{g} & \text{h} & \text{i} & \text{j} & \text{k} & \text{l} & \text{m} & \text{n} & \text{o} & \text{p} & \text{q} & \text{r} & \text{s} & \text{t} & \text{u} & \text{v} & \text{w} & \text{x} & \text{y} & \text{z} \\
\hline
k_1 & E & A & N & T & U & V & Y \\
\hline
k_2 & & K & R & U & Y & Z \\
\hline
k_3 & N & S & V & W & & B \\
\hline
k_4 & L & C & J & & & V & W & X \\
\hline
k_5 & & F & G & Q & R & T & W \\
\hline
k_6 & U & X & P & A & B & F & K \\
\end{array}
\]

If we try to finish the decryption with this much information about the key, this is what we get:

TOBEORNTOBETHATISTHEQUESTIONWHETHERISNOBLERINTHE.IN.T.S.
....THESL......A.R......0.T.A.E....ORT....EORTOTA.E...S......S
S.EE.T......EEN.THE...RT..HE...TETH...N..ATUR..SHO...TH.T.
.E...SHEIRTOTI...O.S...TION.........T..EW.........IETOSLEE
S.E......H.N.ETO.R.....THER...THER.B.O.IN...TS.EE....E.TH.H.
T.E.S....O.....NW.HA.ESH....E.........ORT...OI...ST....E...
....ET.E...EST.E.ES.E.TT.........E...L.I...O.SO.....I.E..R.......
...B..RT.E.HI.....S.OR........ETHO...E.........ON.T...RO....NS.
.N...E......AN.SO...I...I......ETHE...S.E...THE....EN.E...O...
L......THI......ET.....E.IH......RE.....IN.H..O.L...R......S.E....R
..TAN.S.EATUN.ER...E....I..B.T......TTHE.EM.A.O.S.........T...
.THT..UN.IS...O.....E......T.........SE.OUR...TR...E...ER.ET.RNS.
.....THEW......N......S.AT.E.BE.RTH.S.I.L.......ETH.N...TO.TH
E...TH.T.E......NOTO.THUS........TH...E...R..S......L.AN.TH
.ST.E..TI.EH.EO.R.....UT...I.S.....IE...E...THTHE...E...ST..T...
...T.N.E.TER...I.ESO....E.T.IT......O.E.T.I...THI.RE...R......IR.U
R.E.T.T.....R........SETHEN...EO...TION

To begin the amplification, take the keys and rotate them until they are aligned. We do this by rotating until we see that each shares a character in the same column as another. This works uniquely because of the “column property” (and hopefully we have found enough characters in the table).
The numbers of step in the rotations (taking leftward to be positive) are 17, 13, 6, 15, 16, 0. We must remember them, since we need them later. Now collapse them all into one key:

\[
\text{TUVWXYZ·P·EL·ABC·FGJK·NQRS}
\]

Make six copies and unrotate them (remember those numbers?):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(k_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That is quite an improvement. Here is what we get if we decrypt with it:

TOBEORNOTTOBETHATISTHEQUESTIONWHETHERTISNOBLERINTHEMIN.T.SU
FFE.THESLIN.S.NDARRO.SOFOUT.A.EO.S.ORT.NEORTTAKE.R.SAG..NS
TASE.OFTROU..ESANDBYOPPOSINGENDT.E.TODIESLEEPNO.OREANDBY.
S.EEPTOASA..EENDTHEHEART.CHE.NDTH.USAN.NATURALSHOCKSTHAT.
LES.ISHEIRTISACONSU..ATION.E.OUTLYTOBEW.SHTO.IETOSLEEPTO
SLEEPPE.CHANCETORE.MAYTERESTHERUBFO.INT.ATS.EEP..DE.TH.HA
T..EA.SM...0.EWENWEHAVESHU.FLE...FT..SMORTALCOILMUSTGIVEUS
P..SET.EREST.ERESPECTTHAT.AKESC.L.MIT.OFSOLONLIFE..RW.O..U
.DBE.RT.E.HIPS.NDS.ORNOFTIMEOPPE.ESSORS.RONGTHEPROUDMANS
ONTUMELYT.EPANGSOFSPIRIZDOLOVETHESLOWSDELAYTHEINSO.ENCEOF.
ICEAN.TESP..NST.ATPATIENTMER.TOFT...N.ORTHYTAKESWHEN.EHIMSE
LMIG.THIS.U.ETUS.AKEWITH. .AREBD.KIN.HOWOULD.AR.ELSEBE.RTO.R
UNTANDS.EATUN.ERAWEO...IFEBUTT.ATHE.READORS.MET. .NGAFTE.DE
ATHEUN.IS.OVE.EDCO.NTRYFR.MW.OSE.OURNTR.VEL.ERRETURNSPU
.ZLSTHEW.LLAN.M..ESUS.AT.ERBEARTH.SEILLS.E..VETHAN.L.TOOTH
ERSTH.TWENK..NOTOFTHU.S.NSCIENCEDOTHEMAKEC..AR.S. .US.LLANDTH
UST.EN.TI.EHUEOFRESO.UT..NISS.C..IE..ERWITHTHEPALE.AST..TO.
.GHTAN.ENTERP.ISEOFGRE.TPIT..NDMO.ENT.IT.THISREG.RDT.EIR.U
RRENTST..NAWR.Y.NDLOSETHE.EA.EOF.CTION

We are sure that you, dear reader, were already familiar with this technique. But now let’s turn the the quagmire 1 (Q1) and see a slightly more complicated procedure.
Quagmire 1

In the quagmire 1 cipher (Q1), an unmixed ciphertext alphabet is slid along a deranged plaintext alphabet $[1, 2]$. A keyword is used to derange the plaintext alphabet, which we will call the base key $k_{\text{base}}$. From this it should be clear that the tableau (above which is an unmixed plaintext alphabet) contains the inverses of shifted versions of the base key, and that the cipher can be factored into a monoalphabetic substitution followed by a Vigenère cipher [13, 14]. The substitution is the inverse of the base key:

$$Q_1 (k_{\text{base}}, k_v, t) = V (k_v, S^{-1} (k_b, t))$$

Here $k_v$ denotes the shift key, containing $m$ characters, and $k_b$ is a rotation of $k_{\text{base}}$ so that A is in the first position. In terms of keys, what we have are keys of the form

$$k_n = R_n \circ k_{\text{base}}^{-1}$$

We see that we have a coset of the Vigenère group, but a different kind, because the multiplier is on the right instead of the left. We call this set a right coset. But let’s invert it. Since when we invert a product of permutations, we get inverses of them in reverse order, the inverse of the above is

$$k_n^{-1} = (R_n \circ k_{\text{base}}^{-1})^{-1} = k_{\text{base}} \circ R_{-n}$$

Now we have a coset of the kind we saw in the case of Q1, and we can reuse the technique we have for amplifying the key table.

Let us see for ourselves with an example. Consider our favorite base key:

$$k_{\text{base}} = \text{OPHELIABCDFGJMNQRSTUVWXYZ}$$

From it we build this tableau:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>key</th>
<th>plaintext letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>letters</td>
<td>a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>A B C D X E F W Z G H Y I J U V K L M N O P Q R S T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>C D E F Z G H Y B I J A K L W X M N O P Q R S T U V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>D E F G A H I Z C J K B L M X Y N O P Q R S T U V W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>E F G H B I J A D K L C M N Y Z O P Q R S T U V W X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>F G H I C J K B E L M D N O Z A P Q R S T U V W X Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>G H I J D K L C F M N E O P A B Q R S T U V W X Y Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H I J K E L M D G N O F P Q B C R S T U V W X Y Z A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>J K L M G N O F I P Q H R S D E T U V W X Y Z A B C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>K L M N H O P G J Q R I S T E F U V W X Y Z A B C D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>M N O P J Q R I L S T K U V G H W X Y Z A B C D E F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N O P Q K R S J M T U L V W H I X Y Z A B C D E F G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>O P Q R L S T K U V M W X I J Y Z A B C D E F G H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>P Q R S M T U L O V W N X Y J K Z A B C D E F G H I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Q R S T N U V M P W X O Y Z K L A B C D E F G H I J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R S T U O V W N Q X Y P Z A L M B C D E F G H I J K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>S T U V P W X O R Y Z Q A B M N C D E F G H I J K L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>T U V W Q X Y P S Z A R B C N O D E F G H I J K L M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>U V W X R Y Z Q T A B S C D O P E F G H I J K L M N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>V W X Y S Z A R U B C T D E P Q F G H I J K L M N O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X Y Z A U B C T W D E V F G R S H I J K L M N O P Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Z A B C W D E V Y F G X H I T U J K L M N O P Q R S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inverses are:
As you can see, we have the same pattern we saw in the quagmire 1, i.e., rotated versions of the base key. They may be in a different order, but that is no matter.

The strategy for amplifying the key table from limited knowledge of its entries is to first invert each row, and then, since we know that these inverses are rotated versions of one another, we look for letters in common so that they can be rotated into alignment. Then, some missing letters from one may be borrowed from another. We reconstruct as much of the base key as possible. The base key is unrotated appropriately for each row of the table, and inverses are taken.

Let us work through an example to show how this strategy helps with a crib-based attack. Take once again Hamlet’s soliloquy, but this time encrypted with a quagmire 1 cipher, again with period six. Here is the full ciphertext:

```
UUNIYEQUZYYUENILRSTNIIOHEMZKYCXWJYAQSNLXNNIYJwDCUWJTDCKNGXS
XLXYAQTLYUJFHJPLPEBQYFINVNLJQBOYPYEUEUOYIEUZLLQHUXEYHZVX
RTTXMFIGSUAMCQTAVOFLBVHFQSFQFJUHGDXXYWGYXZFXQREXHUYBBLJLNWISM
XCQEVZFTZQJINWUWJHBTSNMNAQHJPAYQUWGWZQTQDVLRHSAKXANJHYATUE
KIQPGMIIDEUUZKQTJUVXSBPAZKYCKKBFSFZFFXZHYXHGBKDLIRNTYJZGB
MKIBOCCXNXATQCJYYWSXMTELUWJWFUWJWJWJWSULUXKNGDAXCQEGPHQHNBAT
UDXIEBTMDGNPXCHBCXXILQTWAPIREDGPIDZTYEUAKNYSFIAKRXGYPQJZQ
```
Once again, the first fifty characters of the plaintext will serve as our crib:

```
UUNIYE QUZYYU ENILRS TNIIOH EMZKYC XWJYAQ SNLXNN IYJWDC UW
tobeor nottob ethati sthequ estion whethe rtisno blerin th
```

They give us this knowledge about the key table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k₁</td>
<td>I E Q S T U X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k₂</td>
<td>W Y U M N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k₃</td>
<td>N J I L Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k₄</td>
<td>L I K W X Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k₅</td>
<td>A D N Y O R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k₆</td>
<td>U Q S C N E H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Decrypting the full text with this limited knowledge gives this:

```
TOBEORNOTTOBETHATISTHEQUESTIONWHETHERTISNOBLERINTHE.IN.T.S.
....THESLI......A.R......O.T.A.E.....ORT...EORTOTA.E....S....S
T.S.....RO.....ES...........IN.E......TO....T....E...O...EAN.B.
S.EE.T......EEN.THE......RT...HE...THETH....N...ATUR...SHO...TH.T.
.E...SHEIRTOTI......O.S...TION......T...EW......IETOSLEE...
S.EE......H.N...ETO.R......THER...THER.B.O.IN...TS.EE......E.TH.H.
T.E....S.O.....NW...HA.ESH......E.........ORT...OI...ST...E...
....ET.E.EST.E.E.TT......E......L...I.O.SO......I.E.R......
..B......RT.E.HI......S.O.R......ETHO.E......ON.T.....RO......NS.
..N...E......AN.SO......I......I......ETHE......S.E......THE.....EN.E.O.
L.........I.THI...ET......E.I...ETH......RE.......IN.H.O.L......R......S.E....T.
..TAN.S...EATUN.ER......E......I.B.T......THE...EA.O.S......T.
......THR...UN.IS.O.O......T......SE.OUR......TR...E...ER.ET.RNS...
.....THEW......N.....S.AT.E.B.E.RTH.S.I.L......ETH.N......TO.TH
E...TH.T.E......NOT.O.THUS......TH......E..R.S......L.AN.TH
.ST.E....TI.EH.EO.R.....UT......I.S......IE....E.E.....THTHE....E....ST..T
```
Now let us work on amplifying our knowledge of the key. First, we find the inverses of the six keys:

Now let us work on amplifying our knowledge of the key. First, we find the inverses of the six keys:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{E} & \rightarrow \text{B} \\
\text{E} & \rightarrow \text{B} \\
\text{N} & \rightarrow \text{RST} \\
\text{W} & \rightarrow \text{E} \\
\text{H} & \rightarrow \text{I} \\
\text{B} & \rightarrow \text{T} \\
\text{A} & \rightarrow \text{NQRSTU} \\
\text{X} & \rightarrow \text{O} \\
\text{H} & \rightarrow \text{LA} \\
\text{O} & \rightarrow \text{E} \\
\text{I} & \rightarrow \text{B} \\
\end{align*}
\]

We can align them by rotating as follows, due to the “column property” (which also holds for inverses):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{N} & \rightarrow \text{RST} \\
\text{W} & \rightarrow \text{E} \\
\text{O} & \rightarrow \text{HE} \\
\text{L} & \rightarrow \text{I} \\
\text{B} & \rightarrow \text{T} \\
\text{RST} & \rightarrow \text{E} \\
\text{IA} & \rightarrow \text{RST} \\
\text{NQ} & \rightarrow \text{T} \\
\text{O} & \rightarrow \text{H} \\
\text{I} & \rightarrow \text{B} \\
\text{RST} & \rightarrow \text{HE} \\
\text{U} & \rightarrow \text{W} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The leftward steps are 14, 7, 19, 18, 11, and 0; we must remember these numbers so that later we can undo the rotations. Now we can reconstruct more than half of the base key, or rather, a rotation of it, by including any letter that appears in any of the six:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NQRSTU} & \rightarrow \text{W} \\
\text{O} & \rightarrow \text{HELIAB} \\
\text{A} & \rightarrow \text{B} \\
\text{X} & \rightarrow \text{W} \\
\text{Z} & \rightarrow \text{Y} \\
\text{J} & \rightarrow \text{U} \\
\text{K} & \rightarrow \text{L} \\
\text{M} & \rightarrow \text{N} \\
\text{O} & \rightarrow \text{Q} \\
\text{P} & \rightarrow \text{R} \\
\text{Q} & \rightarrow \text{S} \\
\text{R} & \rightarrow \text{T} \\
\text{S} & \rightarrow \text{U} \\
\text{V} & \rightarrow \text{X} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, we invert each of them and put them back into the key table:

|   | a | b | c | d | e | f | g | h | i | j | k | l | m | n | o | p | q | r | s | t | u | v | w | x | y | z |
| k₁ | H | I | E | D | G | F | Q | B | R | S | T | U | V | X |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| k₂ | A | B | X | W | Z | Y | J | U | K | L | M | N | O | Q |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| k₃ | M | N | J | I | L | K | V | G | W | X | Y | Z | A | C |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| k₄ | L | M | I | H | K | J | U | F | V | W | X | Y | Z | B |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| k₅ | E | F | B | A | D | C | N | Y | O | P | Q | R | S | U |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| k₆ | T | U | Q | P | S | R | C | N | D | E | F | G | H | J |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
As we can see, for any letter that appears in our crib, we are now able to decrypt to that letter, no matter in which slice of the text it appears. As expected, they are the most common letters, which is helpful for breaking the remainder of the cipher. On the other hand, it is a weakness that we only construct those parts of the keys for letters that are found in the crib. Notice that we can read off the shift key from the first column; this is possible because the letter a appears in the crib. Here is a decryption of the full text with the amplified key table:

```
TOBEORNOTTOBEATHATISTHEQUESTIONWHETHERISNOBLERINTHE.IN.TOSU
..ERTHEISLIN.SAN.ARWOSO.OURAO.EOUS.ORTUNEOORTOT.AE.A.SA.AINS
TASEAO.TROUBLESAN.B.O..OSIN.EN.THE.T0.IETOSLEE.NO.ORLEAN.B.A
SLEE.TOSA.WEEN.THEARTA.HEAN.THETHOUSAN.NATURALSHO..STHAT.
LEISHISHEIRTOTISA.ONSU..ATION.E.OUTL.TOBETHIS.T0.IETOSLEE.T0
SLEE..ER.HAN.EO.REA.A.THERESTHERUB.ORINTHATHSLEE.O..EATHWA
T.REA.S.A..0.EWHENWEHA.EHU..LE.O..THIS.ORTAL.OIL.UST.I.EUS
.AUSESTHERESTHERES.E.TTHAT.A.ES.ALA.IT.O.SOLON.LI.E.ORWHOWOU
L.BEARTHESWHI.SAN.S.O.RS0.TI.ETHO..RESSORSWRON.THE.ROU..ANS.
ONTU.EL.THE.AN.SO..IS.RI..LO.ETHELAWS.ELA.THEINSOLEN.EO.0..
I.EAN.THES.UNSTHAT.ATIENT.ERITO.THUNWORTH.TA.EWHENHEI.SE
L..I.HTHISQUIETUS.A.EWITHABAREBO..INWHOWOUL..AR.ELSBEARTO.R
UNTAN.SWEATUN.EARWAL.I.EBUTTHATTHE.REA.O.SO.ETHIN.A.TER.E
ATHTHEUN.IS.O.ERE..OUNTR..RO.WHOSEBOURNNOTRA.ELLERRETURNS.U
..LESTHEWILLAN..A.ESUSRATHERBEARTHSEILLSWEHA.ETHAN.L.TOOTH
ERSTHATWE.NOWNOTO.THUS.ONS.IEN.E.OTH.A.E.OWAR.SO.USALLAN.TH
U.ETHENATI.EHUEO.RESOLUTIONISSI..LIE.OWWITHTHE.ALE.ASTO.THO
U.HANT.ENTER.RISESO..REAT.ITHAN..O.ENTWITHTHISRE.AR.THEIR.U
RRENTSTURNAWR.AN.LOSETHENA.EO.A.TION
```

How cool is that, eh?

**Quagmire 3**

Now for the fun stuff: the quagmire 3 cipher (Q3). In this cipher, both the plaintext alphabet and the ciphertext alphabet that are slid along each other are deranged, and they are deranged in the same way. Like Q1 and Q2, we can factor the quagmire 3. In this case, we find a Vigenère sandwiched between a substitution and its inverse [14]:

\[ Q_3 (k_{\text{base}}, k_v, t) = S (k_{\text{base}}, V (k_v', S^{-1} (k_{\text{base}}, t))) \]

Here, \( k_v \) is the shift key for the Q3, but \( k' \) needs to be

\[ k_v' = S^{-1} (k_{\text{base}}, k_v) \]

as it was in the Q2 cipher. From this factorization we can see that the keys of the Q3 are related to the rotations in the Vigenère cipher by

\[ k = k_{\text{base}} \circ R_n \circ k_{\text{base}}^{-1} \]
This is both a unitary transformation and an isomorphism, since $k_{\text{base}}$ is unitary (it’s a permutation) and the group operation is preserved:

$$k_1 \circ k_2 = (k_{\text{base}} \circ R_m \circ k_{\text{base}}^{-1}) \circ (k_{\text{base}} \circ R_n \circ k_{\text{base}}^{-1}) = k_{\text{base}} \circ (R_m \circ R_n) \circ k_{\text{base}}^{-1}$$

Therefore, the keys in the Q3 tableau form a subgroup that is isomorphic to the Vigenère subgroup, which in turn is isomorphic to $\mathbb{Z}_{26}$. So Q3 is isomorphic to $\mathbb{Z}_{26}$.

This is all good news. First of all, it means that the identity element, which is the unmixed alphabet, is a member of the Q3 tableau. Second, it means that products and powers of Q3 keys are also Q3 keys. This includes their inverses, which are $k^{-1} = k^{25}$. It also means that we have commutivity again, so we can multiply keys from the same tableau in any order.

Our strategy for key amplification will be the following. After acquiring a set of incomplete keys, we will multiply them together in pairs and can take inverses. If the result can be matched to a key already found, then we can merge any new knowledge from the result into the key. That is to say that if we find a key that matches one that we have already seen, we can merge their letters into an improved key. The “column property” that each letter occurs exactly once in each column of the tableau allows us to match keys if they share at least one letter in the same column. If the result of the multiplication or inversion does not match a present key, then we add it to the tableau. Furthermore, if any key has a letter that matches the corresponding plaintext letter, then we know that it is the identity element, and we can immediately fill it in completely. We continue to multiply and invert keys, old and new, until it is no longer possible to gain any more knowledge about the tableau. Finally, we select the keys that belong in the key table (i.e., those that can be matched with the original incomplete keys) and use them to improve our decryption.

Let us look at an example. We return to our favorite base key:

$$k_{\text{base}} = \text{OPHELIABCDFGJKMNQRSTUVWXYZ}$$

It generates this tableau for the Q3 cipher:
Notice that the tableau is symmetric, i.e., it is its own transpose. We conjecture that this is because it can be obtained from the Vigenère tableau by a permutation that rearranges both rows and columns. Permutations can be represented as unitary matrices with exactly one 1 in each row and each column. We suspect that such a matrix $U$ exists such that this tableau ($T$) can be obtained from the Vigenère tableau ($V$) by

$$T = U V U^T$$

where the $U$ on the left permutes the rows of the tableau, and its transpose on the right permutes the columns. The matrix $U$ can be constructed using the base key. Determining how to do so is left as an exercise for the reader. Also, there are twenty-six ways to arrange the row of the tableau so that it is symmetric; are these the twenty-six rotations of the base key?

The fact that the tableau is symmetric may encourage you to think that it imposes a constraint on its member that we can exploit, but it does not. We will find that the columns that are unknown correspond exactly to the keys whose first letters are also unknown, so there is absolute freedom to shuffle those rows among them. In other words, this particular symmetry does not force us to choose any characters in the tableau.
Here again is Hamlet's soliloquy, encrypted with the Q3 using the base key and shift key

HAMLET:

VAVBEFRABXE0IZQFWYUZQBTKIYBDECYCRXIWTZTSTDFRVCCVCRCSCCGZMWX
EJDIIXIWUFTTMGCVXFUFHHLKTVZIFMWHOAMEFVOEBEFVABFQWVCXHWDCALLGEW
WZUDULKJTACGBWUEKFRHBNLVRRTTJLDDXEHBDLVLXIDNTEBHRFSHDLU
WBWIBBLVLZOHRLBHVCAARAZTUIWCVXWIMCVCMYVRNEFWSKJTSWIFTXIZVQ
SBVBYQBCVFVABDZFQAEBXQBJDECGGDLXJALBLFJGAAAJJHNTBWUTFRLBHJ
YSBAUEDIJZMRXETHDUSDRVCRVAGCVCRVXOJIAIDSJLJBWWIBMMJWZQOIZ
VINDBBUUHTQDFAACYDQFYWUCCCKXINMMKJLGAASEFVSJHEYAUCWLBPRYV
UCOAABWIXRVWVIXRWFZBADQPBPVPCFUSCJOAYWEHMVZCCEIQMVHZHMY
BHDDUVVVIHQDLCVXWGTVALKJBURXITEBIVGHAUOTTBAUTACKRZRYW
LSJWURCPJLDNFSLUAYKCGEXTEJXHPXIIIWAJFWJWJXIIWVBWLRRLKTJQ
TJAZRRNBAAGEITVJLLJBDJBDERWTGBLKLJOEOEFVCJXDAINFACLDQDRGIF
FYYSCLLLQVDVGQXGQJPQZYVCUGGDIDIKMKQYRHQLZTFXMDGFSWFCXBLMF
WVBFSHUHRFWKRNRVRDNIJHBYJDYYWJLJBIWGRXFJTYMSAJLGENDEVIDIA
ZVCBAAKRTNWTGTDIBJPHOEUXRJXMSZVHYRGEKTVELWFPCRBNFCTXRXXFRYNY
HSADAXYWGSQCDRURAGYIFWTVXBDFTCMWAYAFOAVCPXIRZQSHWTQZ
BUGVCUXZVINMOSVAYIKXUKMTVPBDEAJAZHQQSDAIMMODFGYMMXGFSFHSVC
CWVVIVUXCMCCBEEDALBKVGMTCGUWRBYJMBUNBBZQIXEJSBGZUZMWWH
OZAWZRNRTTWBTIDVWUAYNUWZCNFWVCXSEBIVBOLCLZQDVFRUUVJLDTVGKT
TXRTWGVOITDNLUTJXHYRXLJIWHBEECMBDEC

Once again, we take the first fifty characters as a crib:

VAVBEF RABXEO IZQFWY UZQBTKI YBDE CYCRXI WTZTST DFRVCC VC
tobeor nottob ethati sthequ estion whethertisno blerint

This gives us the following incomplete key table:

| a | b | c | d | e | f | g | h | i | j | k | l | m | n | o | p | q | r | s | t | u | v | w | x | y | z |
| k₁ | D | I | R | T | U | V | Y |
| k₂ | C | F | A | Y | Z |
| k₃ | V | R | Q | T | B |
| k₄ | F | B | D | V | W | X |
| k₅ | I | C | S | E | T | W |
| k₆ | O | W | Y | C | T | F | K |

We are going to multiply keys together, find new characters and new keys, until we can not long find any new knowledge about the tableau (not just the key table this time). The process should be automated, because it is long and tedious. But we will show you a few results, to give you an idea of how it goes. We might first square $k₃$, for example, to get

$k₃² = \cdots \cdots B \cdots \cdots V \cdots \cdots$

We can match the result to $k₁$, since both have $V$ in the $t$ column:
\[
\begin{align*}
  k_1 &= \cdot D \cdot I \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot R \cdot \cdot \cdot TUV \cdot Y \cdot \cdot \\
  k_3^2 &= \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot B \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot V \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \\
\end{align*}
\]

Notice that \(k_3^2\) has a \(B\) where \(k_1\) has a gap. We can now augment \(k_1\) with this new knowledge:

\[
\begin{align*}
  k_1 &= \cdot D \cdot I \cdot B \cdot \cdot \cdot R \cdot \cdot \cdot TUV \cdot Y \cdot \cdot \\
\end{align*}
\]

If we multiply \(k_1\) and \(k_4\), we get something that we cannot match to one of the six keys, so we add a new key to the list:

\[
\begin{align*}
  k_7 &= k_1 \circ k_4 = \cdot \cdot \cdot D \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot Y \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \\
\end{align*}
\]

But we get a matching result if we multiply in the other order (as we should because of commutivity):

\[
\begin{align*}
  k_7 &= k_4 \circ k_1 = \cdot \cdot \cdot D \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot V \cdot \cdot \cdot X \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \\
\end{align*}
\]

We can merge them together to get

\[
\begin{align*}
  k_7 &= \cdot \cdot \cdot D \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot V \cdot \cdot \cdot X Y \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot \\
\end{align*}
\]

We continue in this manner. Sometimes the list of keys will grow longer than twenty-six, but as more characters are uncovered, they can be merged. After nearly three thousand multiplications, most of which yield nothing new, we obtain the following mostly filled tableau. We have removed the labels on the left for the shift key letters, since we do not know how to assign keys to letters.
We pick off the six keys that match our original keys in any column to form our new key table:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B C D F L E A I Q R S T U V W X Y Z O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C D F I L B N A R H S T U V W X Y Z O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D F A K I C Q B S E T U V W X Y Z O H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E L I A O B Z H F X K N Q R S T U V W F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F K B A D R C T L U V W X Y Z O HE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H E L I Z A Y D O W K N Q R S T U V F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I A B C H D L E Z N Q R S T U V W X Y Z O K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K N Q F R D U W B X Y Z O HEL I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L I A B C O E H K Y N Q R S T U V W X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Q R S T W K Y D Z O H E L I A B C O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O H E X L W Z B Y D U F K N Q R S T N X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q R S T K U N X Z F O H E L I A B C D K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R S T U V K Q Y N O H E L I A B C D F K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S T U V W Q X N S O R H K E L I A B C D F K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T U V W Q X N S O R H K E L I A B C D F K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U V W X R Y Q T S E L I A B C D F K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V W X Y S Z R U H T L N I A B C D F K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W X Y Z T O S V E U I Q A B C D F K N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Y Z O U T W L V A R B C D F K N Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y Z O V H U X I W B S C D F K N Q R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z O H W E V A X C T D F K N Q R S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K C N B F S D U I V W X Y Z O H E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K C N B F S D U I V W X Y Z O H E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K N D Q C T F V A W X Y Z O H E L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Q R S F K V X C Z Y O H E L I B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

With the amplified key table, we can improve our decryption:

```
TOBEORNOTTOBETHATISTHEQUESTIONWHETHERISNOBLERINTHE.IN.T.SU
F.ERTHESLII..ANDARROWSOFOUTRA.EOUS.ORTUNEORTOTAKEAR.SA.A.NS
TASEAOF.ROU.LES.NDBYO.O.SIN.EN..HE.TODIETOSLEE.NO.OREANDBYA
SLEE.TOSAYWEENDTHEHEARTA.HEANDTHE.TUSANDNATUR.LSHOCKSTHATF
LESISHISHEIRTOTISACONSUNTION.EVOULYTOBEW.SHO.DIETOSLEE..O
```
Quite an improvement.

We are still working on finding a way to recover the base key from the tableau. We suspect that it will involve finding a matrix representation of an isomorphism into the Vigenère cipher.

**Quagmire 4**

Like the other quagmire ciphers, the quagmire 4 (Q4) can be factored [14]. In this case, there are two substitution keys, \( k_p \) on the plaintext side, and \( k_c \) on the ciphertext side, and one shift key (\( k_v \)):

\[
Q_4 (k_p, k_c, k_v, t) = S (k_c, V (k_v', S^{-1} (k_p, t)))
\]

Now, \( k_v \) is the shift key, but \( k_v' \) is

\[
k_v' = S^{-1} (k_p, k_v)
\]

Keys in Q4 are related to Vigenère rotations by

\[
k = k_c \circ R_n \circ k_p^{-1}
\]

This is not an isomorphism. Actually, we have a coset of a Q3 cipher. To see that, insert \( e = k_p^{-1} \circ k_p \), which doesn’t change the product:

\[
k = k_c \circ R_n \circ k_p^{-1} = k_c \circ e \circ R_n \circ k_p^{-1} = k_c \circ (k_p^{-1} \circ k_p) \circ R_n \circ k_p^{-1} = (k_c \circ k_p^{-1}) \circ (k_p \circ R_n \circ k_p^{-1})
\]

The stuff in the first set of parentheses in the last right-hand side of the equation is just a constant permutation. The stuff in the second set is a Q3 key. So we see that we have a left coset of a Q3 cipher. But wait! It is also a right coset of a different Q3 cipher:

\[
k = k_c \circ R_n \circ k_p^{-1} = k_c \circ R_n \circ e \circ k_p^{-1} = k_c \circ R_n \circ (k_c^{-1} \circ k_c) \circ k_p^{-1} = (k_c \circ R_n \circ k_c^{-1}) \circ (k_c \circ k_p^{-1})
\]
So the Q4 is a left coset of the Q3 generated from \( k_p \), and a right coset of the Q3 generated by \( k_c \).

Mathematicians like to use \( h \) to denote the multiplier for a coset. Notice that in our case, the multiplier on the left is the same as on the right, so we can write

\[
h = k_c \circ k_p^{-1}
\]

Now, the identity element always appears in the tableau of a Q3 cipher. Therefore, \( h \) is a member of the Q4 tableau. Suppose we are in possession of a Q4 tableau; can we find \( h \)? The good news is that every member of the Q4 tableau is an \( h \) for some Q3. Did we say “some Q3”? It turns out that they are all the same set of Q3 keys if we multiply on the left, and all the same as another Q3 if we multiply on the right. The tableaux may be shuffled a bit, but that is just an automorphism. To see why every member of Q4 is an \( h \), take the inverse of some member of the Q4 and multiply it on the left to another member of the Q4 (remember that the inversion of a composition of permutations is a composition of the inverses in reverse order):

\[
(k_c \circ R_m \circ k_p^{-1})^{-1} \circ (k_c \circ R_n \circ k_p^{-1}) = ((k_p^{-1})^{-1} \circ R_m^{-1} \circ k_c^{-1}) \circ (k_c \circ R_n \circ k_p^{-1})
\]

\[
= k_p \circ R_{-m} \circ k_c^{-1} \circ k_c \circ R_n \circ k_p^{-1} = k_p \circ R_{-m} \circ k_p^{-1}
\]

We obtain a member of a Q3 tableau. A similar result holds if we multiply on the right; in that case we get \( k_c \circ R_{n-m} \circ k_c^{-1} \). The automorphism is reflected in the change in the rotation.

The strategy for key amplification is as follows: choose one of the partial keys from the table and invert it to get a partial \( h^{-1} \). Multiply this by all other partial keys in the table. The products are now members of a Q3 tableau. We then apply the method for the quagmire 3 to them. When we have done that, we take the resulting partial keys and multiply by our chosen \( h \). The results will overlap with the original key table, and we can merge them to improve our knowledge of the keys. We repeat the process of translating to the Q3, amplifying it, and translating back, until we gain no further knowledge.

Because the multiplication of two partial keys results in a product with fewer known letters than either of the inputs, we need to start with more knowledge than we needed in any of the other quagmires. This is no surprise, since the information content of a Q4 key is larger than that of a Q1, Q2, or Q3. In the present case we have, for a shift key of length \( m \) and two base keys,

\[
I = m + 2 \log_{26} 26! = m + 37.6
\]

This means that we need more knowledge about the key table if we are to reconstruct it as we did for the other quagmires.

Let’s see an example. Start with our favorite base key and add another:

\[
k_c = \text{OPHELIABCDEFGJKLMNQRSTUVWXYZ}
\]

\[
k_p = \text{LADYMCBETHFGIJKNOQRSTUVWXYZ}
\]

Here is the tableau that they generate:
Our original $h$ is

$$h = k_c \circ k_p^{-1} = \text{PAIHBFDJKMOLNQRSTUCVWXYEZ}$$

and its inverse is

$$h^{-1} = \text{BETHFYGDCIJMKNLAPQRSUVWXZ}$$

which appears in the tableau as the key for shift L.

Here is Hamlet’s soliloquy encrypted with this Q4:

DAGYEVZAWRENSBBLJASBYWDIRWCEWICYERHGLSHQTOCEPIWDYEKIQWSMQA
QRMRUHAGNQNLNOJXHZWVLPTYSUBQGHUVFZUDURYEDAZDABGQNNQJRNBRQ
LKAMFLPALAXEGGAEHRKBHDCLZJXEN0AQMREPKMWLZIIMCENHQCQBPVQZ
QQGIDWLYZKWEYVPDYEDFKLSFTGHNOJRHGDYMSKXFRBLDEHTCHTPKVRHKG
TYZFKRBYIZDAWCZKPARQAVWEWCEWMNZLAAJZWLMSGCBVDOAHFHYLTACEYTAH
RTYFHFEMUHKXHEREPLMKFBKYBDPEFPLDAYEPANRAUCVAGEWQGIDMOGNSBVHK
DFUYJVANFXNTWMLDFCWMBGDAYXPPIIPFIMFPAGBVEZDETEJNXXLRLKVESVZ
HNUVYLFIQEQLFYQEQTGPSWDJAWEPYZONCFKIAEAKQEIHONMIQIIGMPYFWMS
Since we need more knowledge, and without enough of it the procedure will fail. Fifty characters are not enough for this example, so we take the first seventy-five characters as the crib:

DAGYEZ XAWREN ISBBBJ ASBYWD IRWCEW CYERHG LSHQVT

tobeor nottob ethati sthequ estion whethe rtisno

This is the extent of our knowledge of the key table from this crib:

|   | a | b | c | d | e | f | g | h | i | j | k | l | m | n | o | p | q | r | s | t | u | v | w | x | y | z |
| k₁ | N | O | Q | I | R | X | L | A | D | C |
| k₂ | M | Y | C | O | A | R | S |
| k₃ | G | J | E | B | H | M | U | W |
| k₄ | B | Y | C | K | N | P | Q | R |
| k₅ | Q | H | I | V | E | W | L | A |
| k₆ | N | G | Q | J | W | T | Z | L | D |

OK, so let's begin by choosing our multiplier as $k₁$:

$$h = k₁ = NO\cdot QIR \cdots \cdots X \cdots LAD \cdots C \cdots$$

Its inverse is

$$h⁻¹ = S\cdot WT \cdots \cdots E \cdots R \cdot AB \cdot DF \cdots \cdots N \cdots$$

If we multiply this on the left of each of the Q4 keys, we have
It’s not much to work with: the first is naturally the identity, and we know nothing about the third. Nevertheless, we can apply the procedure for amplification of a Q3 key table and get

![A table showing the amplification of a Q3 key table.](image)

We have added a few letters to the table. Now multiply each on the left by $h$ to return to the Q4 key space:

![A table showing the key table after amplification.](image)

We acquired five new letters, highlighted in pink. We can merge this knowledge into our key table:

![A table showing the final key table.](image)
We proceed in this way, each time choosing a different $h$ and whether to multiply $h^{-1}$ on the right or left. In the end, we reach a state in which no new letters can be added. At that point, we have this key table:

|   | a | b | c | d | e | f | g | h | i | j | k | l | m | n | o | p | q | r | s | t | u | v | w | x | y | z |
| $k_1$ | N | O | Q | I | R | S | G | J | X | H | Z | L | A | D | Y | C |
| $k_2$ | E | T | M | G | I | Y | B | C | O | A | P | Q | R | S | U | W |
| $k_3$ | G | J | E | N | B | H | T | R | M | S | U | V | W | X | L |
| $k_4$ | B | E | H | Y | G | D | C | M | K | N | L | O | P | Q | R | S | V |
| $k_5$ | J | O | P | Q | H | I | G | V | E | W | X | Z | L | A | Y |
| $k_6$ | N | P | G | Q | R | J | I | W | T | X | Z | L | A | D | M |

That’s quite an improvement. And, for this example, if we had been allowed 150 characters of crib, we could have filled all but the c, j, v, x, and z columns.

This is about all we have to say about the quagmire 4 cipher, so here is where the story ends.

**Conclusion**

We showed how the knowledge of a quagmire’s key table can be amplified. A quagmire’s base keys hold only so much information, so there is a lot of redundancy in a key table. The structure of the ciphers in light of group theory helps us to fill in missing information.

We hope you found all this useful, or at least interesting.
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